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ADMINISTRATION CONSIDERS NEW ONE YEAR PLAN
DARTMOUTH GRAD STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD MEETS
N. H. WILDCATS
TO SPEAK HERE
SWAMP CONN.
TO DISCUSS SEVEN MAIN ISSUES
DEAN ALEXANDER EDITOR BUCKNAM
BEFORE CROWD
TWO COLLEGES
Russell Durgin to Address
Y. M. C. A., Women’s
Club, and Relations
Group on Man
churian Crisis

McGOWAN GAINS 188 YARDS TO STAR

Muddy Fields Give Heavy Wildcats Edge
Over Connecticut Opponents When Poor
Footing Makes Ball Carrying Hard
by Robert K. Dow

Russell L. Durgin, Y. M. C. A. sec
retary at Tokyo, Japan, will be the
guest speaker of the local Y. M. C. A.,
International Relations group, Y. W.
C. A., and Women’s Club in Murkland auditorium, Monday, November
28th, at 4 p. m. He will present to
the students motion pictures of the
1932 Olympic games held in Los
Angeles, California, this past summer
and in the evening will deliver an
address on the recent Manchurian
crisis. Both of these entertainments
are under the auspices of the above
social groups and are entirely free to
the University students.
Mr. Durgin is a native of Concord,
New Hampshire, and a graduate of
Concord High and Dartmouth Col
lege. While at Dartmouth he was
the leader in the student band, treas
urer of the Dartmouth Christian asso
ciation, chairman of the Extenson
committee of the Y. M. C. A., and en
gaged in other student activities. He
was a member of the track and cross
country teams and a member of the
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity. A fter
graduation from Dartmouth in 1915
he was an assistant secretary in the
Orange, N. J., Y. M. C. A. and was
active in war work on the New Jer
sey state staff. A fter the war he
went to Japan where he has occupied
for the past thirteen years the posi
tion of the American Y. M. C. A. sec
retary in Tokyo. While in Japan he
spent much time in Dairen, Man
churia, and Yokohama.
Previous to his return to the Uni
ted States he accepted an invitation to
join two small groups of Japanese
Christians and four missionaries on
a visit to study conditions in Man
churia. During the three weeks they
visited all the chief cities where he
met personally and in small groups
nearly 200 different people including
such races as Japanese, Chinese. Ko
reans, Russians, Americans, Scotch,
Irish, and Danish. His personal
observations and impression from
these intimate contacts will be given
in his address on the Manchurian
crisis.
During the past year his furlough
was delayed a year to enable him to
come to the Olympic games with the
Japanese delegation. He served as
secretary of an important commis
sion besides carrying out other offi
cial duties. A fter the game he rep
resented Japan as an official delegate
to the first International Recreational
Congress at Los Angeles in July.

Before a large crowd of Dads and
undergraduates the University of
New Hampshire Wildcats overwhelm
ingly defeated the Connecticut Aggies
43-0, on Memorial Field Saturday. The
field was wet and muddy, and the sec
ond half was played in a driving rain
which made the ball slippery and hard
to handle, but in spite of this New
Hampshire’s powerful attack netted
eighteen first downs, while the Nutmeggers garnered only five.
The Wildcats finished up their sea
son in a blaze of glory as they crushed
the Aggies. New Hampshire’s vaunted
passing game worked well, and the
running attack was a revelation. The
blocking and clearing out for the ball
carriers was the best that has been
seen on Memorial Field this year. The
running of McGowan was undoubted
ly the outstanding feature of the en
tire game. The line play of Captain
Learmonth, Dunnan, and Vaughn, who
all wound up their football careers
Saturday, also featured. Haphey,
“ Pop” McGowan
Jacques, Moody, and Batchellor were
others that played well for New
Hampshire. Captain Pierce’s run
ning and punting was outstanding1
throughout the entire contest, while
Zavarella and Levitow played well aefeiibivfcly for Connecticut.
Captain Learmonth kicked off to
open the game, the ball going over
the goal-line. Kelly brought it out to
the six yard line. Two line plays
gained but two yards and Pierce
New Hampshire’s newest campus
punted, the ball being downed on the publication, The Outlet, has consoli
Aggies’ thirty-five yard line by Stev dated with Our New Hampshire, a
ens. Levitow tackled Knox after a magazine edited by J. Edwin Gott of
short gain. Haphey faded back and Manchester.
tossed a long pass to Vaughn on Con
Our New Hampshire was first issued
necticut’s five yard line. New Hamp six months ago and since that time
shire was penalized five yards for has achieved a fairly large subscrip
creeping (an interpretation of the new tion list of state-wide circulation. The
rules), and on the next play McGowan magazine is published in an attractive
took the ball on a reverse, swept form made by means of photostatic
around left end for a touchdown. Ha- copy. J. Edwin Gott, in addition to
phey’s try for the extra point was publishing this magazine and The
NOTICE
wide. Learmonth again kicked off, New Hampshire Banker, broadcasts
Warren returning the ball to his own from the Manchester station every
The class in History of Costume
thirty yard line, Haphey making the Thursday from 11:30 to 11:45 inter will hold an exhibit of old Durham
tackle. The Nutmeggers were offside esting facts about New Hampshire.
costumes at Thompson Hall, room 108,
on the next play. Warren made three
Mr. Scudder and the contributors to on November 30, from 1.00 to 8.00
yards. Pierce on a fake kick made The Outlet are going to continue with P. M. Many of the costumes have
ten yards around left end. Alterman their work. They especially desire been loaned and given by residents
went through the center of the line short stories from persons who are of Durham. Everyone is invited to
for a first down on the forty yard not on the staff.
attend this interesting exhibition.
stripe. Knox broke up a line play,
and Vaughn threw Alterman for a
three yard loss. Pierce punted to Ha
phey who returned it twenty-seven
yards, Pierce making the tackle. Knox
went through the line for two yards,
Graffam made ten yards around right
end. Knox hit left tackle for: three
by Rebecca Young
yards, and McGowan added four on a
reverse. Haphey then made a first
Dean Woodruff in an interview They will cheerfully employ college
down on Connecticut’s eleven yard
line. A fumbled lateral pass gave divulged the following prospects for women for sales positions if the appli
the senior women for the coming cant is willing to face the facts of the
Connecticut the ball on her own twen year:
slight chance of promotion.
ty yard line. A New Hampshire off
“ The nursing field generally is over
“ Students are asked to register so
side penalty, and three line plays
netted a first down on the thirty. that their ranks can be filed and sent crowded, but there are responsible ad
Vaughn threw Kelly for a three ya d out at any time they are asked for. ministrative positions in hospitals
and other institutions which at pres
loss. Pierce’s punt was blocked by At the time the students register, sug ent are filled without college training.
Dunnan and Batchellor, Dunnan re gestions are made to help them about If there were not so many college
covering the ball on the Aggies’ four good contacts to make in the field they women available who had completed
teen. McGowan made seven yards at are interested in.
“ The chief fields the women stu nurse’s training, many of these nosts
left end, and Haphey scored around
would probably fall to men. Public
right end. The try for extra point dents are interested in are: teaching, health nursing is today one of the
failed. Alterman brought the ensu dietetics and other work in home eco best branches of welfare work, but it,
ing kick off out to the twenty-nine nomics, social work, mercantile and too, is becoming over-crowded under
yard stripe. Kelly made seven yards business employment, health work, present day budgets.
on a sweep around left end as the and artistic and other creative work.
“ The probability of further training
“ For teaching, practice teaching is for college graduates is a vital one.
period ended.
Wilkinson tossed the ball offside on an advantage, but it does not by any The statement that ‘there are prac
the first play of the second quarter. means insure employment. The field tically no positions for teaching or
Alterman made two yards through the is very much crowded, competition otherwise open to the graduate who
center of the line, and Pierce was with men applicants is increasing and possesses only her A.B. degree,’ is
forced to kick. Merrill made the for the immediate future there is fortunately not true. A M. A. is of
tackle after Graffam had returned the little prospect of a greater opportu advantage in teaching, but is not of
ball ten yards. Graffam and McGow nity. When the depression is over, as great an advantage probably for
an made a first down. Wandy broke the field of kindergarten and nursery a beginner as would be two years of
through and tossed McGowan for loss school work will perhaps expand. In successful experience. In social work
of a yard. An attempted Graffam to social work, at the beginning of a de a professional course in a recognized
Knox pass was knocked down by Kel pression, the call fo r workers in school is of great advantage. There
ly. Another pass, Haphey to Knox, creases, but after a depression of sev are, however, a few channels still
was completed for a first down. Ha eral years, such as the present one, open for social work, especially by
phey was tackled for an eight yard the funds of welfare societies drop way of institutional work without pro
loss by Levitow on a pass. Haphey below the average. An important fessional training. There is also an
punted to Connecticut’s four yard line, warning in the field is that a broad opportunity for entering this field as
Andrews downing the ball. Pierce training in family case work is a a volunteer worker, later securing
punted to midfield, Graffam returning great advantage when the market is paid employment by virtue of this ex
it twenty yards to the thirty yard flooded with applicants. Those with perience. Perhaps one of the most
stripe. New Hampshire was^ penal special training in social work rather significant words in the quotation just
ized fifteen yards for holding. W ar than a broad training, are at a great given of the plight of the college
er disadvantage.
graduate who has only an A.B. is the
ren returned Haphey’s punt ten yards
“ A difficulty in store work today is word ‘only.’ Graduates who have
to his own fourteen yard line. Pierce
on a fake kick raced around right end represented by the fact that many worked during the summer in a field
to his thirty-six yard line. Pierce capable college women were employed allied to one they wish to enter
punted to New Hampshire’s six, Levi in the larger stores over a period of permanently have a great advantage
tow making the tackle after an eight years. In many stores, more capable over those without experience.”
Dean Woodruff urges that all sen
yard run back. McGowan made one college women were employed than
yard on an offside play. McGowan on were justified by the number o f exec ior women make appointments with
the next play made twenty-four yards utive or junior executive positions her secretary, Mrs. Carroll, as soon
around end. McGowan added four available. Stores are now rather as possible, so that they may confer
wary about employing workers who with her about their prospects for
(Continued on Page 2)
expect advancement fo r many years. next year.

OUTLET MERGES
WITH MAGAZINE

TO SPEAK AT
ATLANTIC CITY

Will Deliver Welcome and
Presidential Address as
Principal Speaker at
Eastern Association

Speeches to be Given by Men
of National Fame—Stu
dents Also to Voice
Opinions

PRESIDENTSOF TWO
COLLEGES TO SPEAK
Ten Minute Talks on College
Problems in Smoker
Discussion
Dean Norman Alexander, president
of the Eastern Association of College
Deans and Advisors of Men, will at
tend the fourth annual meeting in
Hadden Hall, Atlantic City, N. J., on
Saturday, November 26.
Mr. Alexander will deliver the wel
come and presidential address before
members of the Association. His ad
dress will be followed by Mr. Theo
dore A. Distler, New York Univer
sity, speaking on the subject, “ Col
lege of Second Chance.” Dr. William
Mather Lewis, president of Lafayette
College, will conclude the morning
session with his address, “ Colleges
and the Depression.” The final ad
dress of the meeting, “ Human Values
in Education,” will be given by Dr.
Robert C. Clothier, president of Rut
gers University.
Ten minute talks will be given in
the smoker discussions. Each mem
ber has been asked to send to the
meeting a brief eport of any out
standing . develops-^nfc occurring in
his institution within recent years.
Members whose reports show greatest
interest to the groups will be asked
to enlarge upon them in the ten min
ute talks.. Some of the topics which
have thus far been sent for consider
ation are: “ Tutorial System,” “ Dormi
tory and Fraternity Preceptor Plan,”
“ Fraternity Problems of Freshmen,”
“ Control
of
Student
Finances,”
“ Problem C a ses,” “ P ersonal Experi
ments Dealing With Weaker Stu
dents,” and a “ Study of Vocational
Types.”

LYCEUM TO GIVE
TRAVEL PICTURE
“Explorers of the World”
New Picture Release to
be Given November 30
on Lyceum Course

“ Explorers of the World,” a Raspin
Dean Woodruff Shows Difficulties motion
picture production, to be pre
sented as the third number on the Ly
Course program on Wednesday,
Confronting College Women Grads ceum
November 30th, at 8 o’clock, is a sym
posium of the exploits of six wellknown explorers who have journeyed
to the far corners of the earth in the
interests of science and adventure.
The film takes the onlooker rapid
ly through Asia, Africa, South A m 
erica, the Arctic and the Antarctic.
In the American Museum of Natural
History, in New York, in a great
ground floor hall to be known as the
“ Hall of Ocean Life,” a series of
groups are now in the process of
preparation and will be opened to the
public sometime in the near future.
Among the most pretentious of these
new groups is a collection of eight
great walrus from the Arctic Ocean
north of the Siberian Coast. Their
aggregate weight would be well in ex
cess of 10 tons and two of them are
more than eleven feet in length. These
great prehistorie-appearing creatures
were recently collected on an expedi
tion led by Mr. Harold McCracken,
who is one of the six men contribut
ing to this interesting as well as
thrilling film, “ Explorers of the
World” ; and scenes in the picture
show these same walrus alive and in
their native, icy habitat before and
while they were being collected.
Mr. Gene Lamb, another of the six
explorers and who only recently left
New York on a two-years’ expedition
into the heart of Asia, takes one in the
film on a long caravan trek across the
Gobi Desert and far into the forbid
den fastnesses of that mysterious
land, Tibet.
Dr. Laurence M. Gould, geologist
and second in command of the Byrd
Antarctic Expedition, tells of his
journey to the Queen Maud Moun
tains within 300 miles of the South
Pole, where Dr. Gould’s discoveries
proved that it was once tropical.
With Lieutenant-Commander J. R.
Stenhouse, one has the thrilling ex
perience of hunting whales in the subAntarctic and of visiting the home of
the traditional wandering albatross
and other queer Antarctic animals.
(Continued on Page 4)

OPPOSE PLAN
OF COMMITTEE

TO ATTEND NEW
PEACE MEETING

Romeo J. Bucknam

FASSNACHT HAS
DIFFICULT PART
Term Play Now in Sixth
Week of Rehearsing—
Redman Classed as
Real Find
by R. J. Bucknam
Now in its sixth week of prepara
tion Michael and Mary, Mask and
Dagger’s offering for this fall, prom
ises to be another sterling production
under the direction of Professor W il
liam G. Hennessy.
Reviewing the latest rehearsal of
the play, it is evident that Director
Hennessy has chosen a man of excep
tional ability in the person of Donald
L. Fassnacht for the difficult part of
Michael. Having nearly five hundred
separate speeches to make and ap
pearing on the stage almost continu
ously, Fassnacht has by far the most
difficult role assigned to a male lead
since Mask and Dagger started to
give the University and state its ama
teur versions of the leading Broad
way successes.
Fassnacht handles his part superb
ly, always leaving the distinct impres
sion of sincerity and realness after a
scene. However, it can hardly be said
that he carries the weight of the play
as Miss Doris Redman, playing Mary,
shares equally with him in those deli
cate scenes displaying the deep and
elevating influence of beautiful and
everlasting love. Miss Redman,
freshman, is indeed a find as she ex
hibits all the characteristics of a nat
ural actress. Sincerity is the keynote
of good acting. This team shows
every indication of that quality in
their portrayal of Michael and Mary’s
fight for happiness.
Miss Irene Couser, who will be re
membered as appearing in the Little
Theatre at Murkland last year, makes
only one, but very effective, entrance
in the first act. Her proud and sophis
ticated manner gives the scene the
balancing flavor needed to contrast
Mary.
Miss Elsie Putnam, as landlady Mrs.
Tullivant, very neatly complicates
matters by her talkativeness with the
Reverend Simon Rowe, played by Ray
mond Adams. Adams, with extreme
dignity, portrays a sober, hard think
ing clergyman.
Tom Pingree and Miss Edith Ray
mond, as David (Michael’s son) and
Romo, make an excellent couple. Both
show great possibilities.
This is the fourth play by Milne to
be produced by Mask and Dagger.
Michael and Mary first appeared on
Broadway in 1929 starring Heibert
Marshall and Edith Barrett. A year
later it was produced in London. It
will be presented in Durham December
7, 8, and 9 in the Little Theater in
Murkland Hall.

Romeo J. Bucknam, ’34, editor of
T h e N e w H a m p s h i r e , will attend the
United Youth’s conference against
War, to be held at the Rand School
of Social Sciences in New York City,
November 25, 26, 27.
Christian work organizations, Stu
dent Council, and T h e N e w H a m p 
s h ir e , are responsible for the finances
necessary to defray the expenses of
sending Mr. Bucknam to this confer
ence.
This session of Youth of America
and the World are cooperating with
a score of national youth organiza
tions rallied together with a sole
motto N ever Again, in reference to
the abolition of war.
This organization, realizing the dire
need of a strong anti-war feeling
among the younger generation, be
cause of numerous present war clouds
in Manchuria where the Japanese
army has tightened its grip and ex
tended war operations into other
Chinese provinces, in South America
where battles and revolutions threaten
the stability of many a country, and
the sharpened tension in Europe, espe
cially in Germany where there is a
remote possibility of civil war, have
arisen in body against non-legal fas
cist troops in Germany, and the R. O.
T. C. and C. M. T, C., kindergartens
of the regular armies here in America.
The radical organization is very
worried over present conditions and
views possible war as outcome of the
present deepening economic crisis,
saying that wars are products of
imperialist struggles and that capi
talists scramble for private profit in
manufacture of death-dealing muni
tions, and possibly are a group of men
of great power who would welcome a
little war to divert discontentment of
the hungry unemployed.
The program for the conference in
cludes prominent speakers of national
fame, such as Norman Thomas, Arthur Garfield Hays, and Devere Allen,
editor of World Tomorrow. Many
students of the leading universities,
colleges, and law schools in the coun
try will speak. Student speakers in
clude such men as Wayne Lees, stu
dent suspended from the University
of Maryland for refusal to join the
R. O. T. C., and Glen Trimble, a fo r
mer speaker here, and leader in the
Lawrence, Mass., textile strike.
Special interest group meetings
have been arranged for college news
paper editors, writers, young work
ers’ group, students from women’s
colleges, and former R. O. T. C. offi
cers, and National Guard members.
Organizations sponsoring the Uni
ted Youth’s Conference against war
are: Pioneer Youth, Rand School of
Fellowship, World Tomorrow, (weekly
magazine ) , Green International, and
National
Student
Federation
of
America.
Every woman on this campus is in
vited to a masquerade party at the
big gym on November 29, at 7.30
o’clock. There are to be stunts, an
orchestra, and dancing. Everyone is
to wear costumes, prizes being o f
fered for the best ones.
Cap and Gown and the Women’s
Association are in charge and guar
antee everyone a good time. Come
and get it!

Comprehensive Exams to be
Given at End oi lear
—Term f inals Will
be .eliminated
Twenty-two representative students
chosen from the tourteen departments
of the juiberal A rts (Joxiege, and com
posing Dean
Jacksons
Advisory
-ooaru, met last F riday in MurKiand
Hail to discuss the ioliowmg sug
gestions presented by tne committee
ctppomiea tor study of tne year pian
ox organization:
1. jLet each department organize
its work so fa r as practicable into
year courses. In eacn department
some one and two term courses will
oe lound unsuited for year groups and
will be lelt as they are.
2. in year courses me student must
pass the entire year's work tor hnal
credit. The student snail be given
term grades.
3. There shall be one registration
day for the year.
4. Final examination week at the
end of the fail and winter terms will
oe eliminated and longer final exami
nations win be given at the end of the
spring term.
5. btudents leaving the University,
for good reason, at the end of any
cerm snail receive some credit lor
such portion of a year course as they
nave completed.
6. The time unit system shall be
abandoned.
7. bhail students who are below
passing at the end of a given term
oe auowed to continue in a. year
course?
The results of such a system as
seen by Dean Jackson would be:
bmoother course of study and com
prehension with less interruption,
fewer Hunks, better organizing and
understanding of courses, cutting
down of unnecessary work for in
structors, and the elimination of many
courses which are notmng but deadwood. In explaining the year plan
and the consideration accorded it by
the faculty of colleges on this campus,
Dean Jackson stated that this compromise between the semester plan
and the present three-term plan is the
only natural solution to problems conxronting us. He said that the faculty
of the College of .Liberal Arts is en
tirely in favor of it, except for one
man, the College of Technology is
about evenly divided, and the Ooilege
of Agriculture is almost entirely
opposed.
ih e paramount proposition of this
plan is that the work be carried to the
end of the year without a break, and
comprehensive exams be given tnen
to cover the year’s work, with a pos
sible two-week period for intensive re
view without classes, or some such
provision by each instructor. Ih e hour
quizzes might be given at any time
that the instructor wished throughout
the year, with abundant warnings so
that the student would avoid taking
an entire year’s work without credit.
If his case warranted it, the student
dropping the course might receive
partial credit. It appeared that a
student would be taking much more of
a chance signing up for a year course;
but as a matter of fa ct it was dis
closed that students would have more
time to assert themselves and get
caught up in work throughout the
year if they were failing, so that in
the end fewer would flunk.
The objection of the Colleges o f
Technology and Agriculture is that
there are certain courses which have
(Continued on Page 4)

Always Open When You Want Anything
Always Ready to Serve
Step in for Refreshments After the
Military Ball

NOTICE!
There will be an exhibition of
Winter Sports equipment by the
Dartmouth
Co-operative
So
ciety in the student organiza
tion room in the Commons Sat
urday, November 26, from 1.30
to 4.00 P. M. All members of
the Faculty are welcome.
PAUL C. SWEET
Coach of Winter Sports

The
COLLEGE PHARMACY
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Member of N. E. I. N. A.
E D I T O R - IN - C H IE F ............................................................................. Romeo J. Bucknam
B U S IN E S S M A N A G E R .................................................................. M alcolm A. R. Stew art
by H. B. McLaughlin
E D IT O R IA L S T A F F
M anaging E dito r ......... *................................................................................... George Abbe
A ssociate E dito r ............................................................................... H a rry B. M cL aughlin
We understand that the< girls of
News E d ito r .................................................................................................... Robert Griffith
Sports E d ito r ...................................................................................................... Ralph W iggin Congreve are greatly perturbed over
W om en’s E d ito r ....................................................................................... Dorothy W illia m s the identity of someone with the
initials E. L. We suggest that the
REPO RTERS
Nancy Carlisle, Mildred Doyle, Marvin Eiseman, Donald Huse, Dorothy Kelly,
Nan Pearson, Elvira Serafini, Martha Burns, Ruth Bresnahan, Rebecca Young,
Harry McLaughlin, Robert Dow and Gertrude Phelps.

person in question has national pub
licity. Does that help any?

B U S IN E S S S T A F F
The R. 0 . T. C. has gone to the
N ational A d vertising M anager ...................................................................... John Randall dogs. A frivolous canine led the
Local A d vertising M anager ......................................................................... Arnold Rhodes
C ircu lation M anager ............................................................................... M aynard M acLean band on its march during review last
week, but failed to observe military
B U S IN E S S A S S IS T A N T S
Roy Boucher, John Galloway, Robert Paine, and Edward Hitchcock.

etiquette.

And at our request Anonymous
kindly wrote the following for us:
“ No memory keep
H. B. McLaughlin and Robert Griffith
Of our last tryst,
Lest one should weep
Where two have kissed.
HE NEW. HAMPSHIRE has been particularly fortunate in being free
from administrative restraint and control. The following is quoted
“ We are not strong,
from “ The Gettysburgian” :
Nor master of
“ Editors and staffs of college newspapers usually fall into two*
The fates that throng
groups: those who desire and use faculty advisors and those who do
To conquer love.
not. The latter group usually represents the more radical element Certain
editors dislike the restraining and guiding influence offered by a faculty ad
“ Against romance
visor. They believe in the expression of student opinion regardless of thes
Remains the pull
consequences. Their conception of a faculty advisor is often distorted, and
Of circumstance
they feel that where the faculty is represented the expression of campus
Invincible.
opinion is impossible. Such editors sometimes are under the impression that
to be right is to be spectacular, to be critical is to be wise, to be radical is to
“ We must forget
be progressive. Naturally enough, they would resent faculty intervention.
And put aside
“ If student opinion is so curbed by a faculty advisor that the college)
This sharp regret
newspaper becomes an indirect dictating voice of the administration, so-called
For jo y denied.
radical editors are justified if .they rebel. On the other hand, this need not'
necessarily be true. Faculty advisors can be counsellors instead of censors.
“ Oh that we might
The first group of editors which accepts and employs faculty advisors has'
Not seek in vain
discovered this. Through the contact with experience and maturity offered
Our lost delight
by an advisor, they have found that student opinion may be expressed with
To find again.”
restraint and discrimination, and that impetuosity is not always a good sub
— Anonymous.
stitute for reflective thought and deliberate action.
“ The progress of a school publication is made possible through its sta
And the title of “ Ducky-wucky” has
bility, the platform upon which it is founded and conducted. Because of the passed from the esteemed Mr. Dolloff
constant changing personnel of the college newspaper staff, some stabilizing to Mr. Arthur Learned o f the Theta
force is needed. It rests largely upon a representative of the administration Chi house. A t least, that is what the
to provide this. He has watched the paper grow from the time o f its begin Alpha Chi Omega’s claim.
ning; he has seen editors come and g o; he has seen the shifting standards of
the men who edit the paper. In other words, he is experienced. Through his
Then there was the Teke who
residence as a faculty member, he has been able to see the paper over a great
er period of time than any student editor. He can offer the incoming staff thoughtlessly went off to Boston with
a dad’s hat on Dads’ Day. The poor
the advantage of this experience. He can present to them the standards of
parent went home bareheaded.
precedent and keep his paper progressing. He can contribute stability to the
paper. In many instances, the intervention of a faculty advisor could have
The blue and red sport phaeton, to
prevented the publication of a student edition which, because of its content
and make-up, was beneath the dignity of the institution whose name it bore! which no one in the S. A. E. house
“ The greatest argument against faculty advice is that it censors rather will confess ownership, was found in
than guides. Too often such a belief shows a lack of broadness o f viewpoint the Alpha Chi Omega apple orchard
on the part of the student. He forgets that student opinion is worthless un the other morning. Probably grazing
less guided, and that much campus thought is too impetuous, too superficial on apples in the hope of getting
drunk.
to merit publication.”
DURHAM, N. H., NOV. 25, 1932.

A C T IN G E D IT O R S FO R T H IS IS S U E

In our mind the unique thing about working for “ The New Hampshire”
has been the fact that it is the only student activity which is entirely sub
jected to the initiative of the student. To subject such an activity to fac
ulty supervision, however sympathetic, would remove the major spark of
its incentive. The writer of the above article evidently does not believe in the
free expression of student opinion. We, on the contrary, believe that student
opinion is in a certain sense the highest form of opinion possible. If the
youth of the world is to fight the battles, build the buildings, and otherwise
reap the harvest of the present day faculty supervisors then they have every
right to attempt to sway and, if necessary, coerce the opinion of the present
ruling generation. We have said that in a certain sense student opinion is
the highest form of opinion; in sincerity of purpose and in the finest idealis
tic support of right-thinking, student opinion has every time expressed itself
through the medium of college papers in the most noble form. We thank
God that the University of New Hampshire has seen fit to allow their stu
dents the right to publish their own paper.
T this time in the year the University Young Women’s Christian Asso
ciation is performing a most worthy contribution to the public wel
fare. Children of the unfortunate inmates of the New Hampshire
penal colony at Concord will, through the efforts of this splendid group,
receive candy, toys, and clothing at Christmas. It is quite impossible
to overestimate the dire need of these contributions. We appeal to the fra 
ternities, sororities, and dormitories on campus to support this humane cause
and contribute generously what few toys, clothing, or miscellaneous’ objects
a child between the ages of two and eighteen would appreciate for his or her
Christmas gift. During the past yuletide seasons the lives of many o f these
poor unfortunate souls that are victims of circumstance, have been gladdened
to such an extent that expression of appreciation of the gifts have reached
the University welfare groups through the medium of the prison warden
May this splendid act o f the University welfare groups continue and find the
same support from the unselfish members of the student body this year

H

N. H. Wildcats
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Swamp Connecticut
HOCKEY CHAMPIONS
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yards more. Haphey broke loose for
twelve yards. A Haphey to Andrews
pass was incomplete, Clark then made
eight yards at right tackle. Moody
made a first down through the line.
Clark made a yard after recovering
his own fumble. Another Haphey to
Andrews pass failed. Haphey passed
to Clark for six yards, and a Haphey
to Wilson toss was ruled incomplete,
and New Hampshire penalized five
yards. Dunnan intercepted a pass
running it back four yards. Haphey
passed to Clark for a thirty yard gain,
putting the ball on the A ggies’ seven
yard line. Wilson lost five yards on
attempted end run, and two passes
were incomplete, the Wildcats incur
ring a five yard penalty. Hlaphey
made seven yards around left end on
the last play of the half.
A t the start of the second half Mc
Cann replaced Wilkinson at center for
Connecticut.
Warren carried Learmonth’s kickoff to his twenty-six yard
line. Warren made seven yards at
right tackle. Pierce’s punt downed by
McCann on New Hampshire’s forty
yard line. Behind good interference
Haphey swept around left end, re
versed his field twice and raced sixty
yards for a touchdown. Merrill took
a short kickoff from his own twentyfive to his own thirty-five yard line.
New Hampshire was penalized fifteen
yards fo r unnecessary roughness, and
Warren made one yard on a spinner
through the line. An attempted pass
was incomplete, and a line play failed
to gain, Corti making the tackle.
Pierce kicked to the Wildcats five yard
line, Graffam returning it to the
twenty. McGowan on a beautiful run
made eighty yards and a touchdown.
Zavarella returned the kick off to the
twenty yard line. Pierce passed to
Gold for a nine yard gain. Zavarella
(Continued on Page 3)

Reports from the outside world in
dicate that the corner in business has
been turned. I f such is the case,
many people will return to the ranks
of the employed. Alumni who are
working should not forget that there
are many of our graduates who are
not. If you know of a vacancy in
any line o f work, drop a note to the
Alumni Office and we’ll get a qualified
alumnus to apply for the position.
Graduates in the last two classes have
been especially hard hit and need all
of the help that they can get. These
young people aren’t complaining but
they would welcome an opportunity
to earn a living wage.
The Alumni Association will be rep
resented at the coming legislative
sessions. The following have been
elected as Representatives: Albert S.
Baker, ’21, from Concord; Burnham
B. Davis, ’29, from Conway; Howard
S. Legallee, ex-’ 13, from Hudson;
Wallace P. Mack, ex-’21, from Lon
donderry; Wendell M. Mclntire, ex’30, Manchester; and William Grimes,
’34, from Dover.
’23— Mr. and Mrs. Leroy J. Higgins
announce the birth of a daughter,
Doris Edith, on November 9. Leroy
is an instructor in Agronomy in the
University.
’25—-Gertrude McNally is teaching
at the Lyman Hall High School in
Wallingford, Conn.
’25-’26— Mr. and Mrs. Carl L.
Martin (Rachel Davis) announce the
arrival of Cynthia Lois on October
27. Dr. “ Deke” is assistant profes
sor of Veterinary Science in the
University.
’27— Stella M. Adams is teaching
English and algebra in the Lyman
Hall High School in Wallingford,
Conn.
’28— Muriel Quint is also teaching
at Lyman Hall High School.
’30— Arthur J. Call, Jr., was mar
ried to Miss Ella Doris Blaney of
Lynn, Mass., in York, Me., on Sep
tember 7.
’31— Miss Margaret Worthen Durgin, ex-’33, was married to Lloyd V.
Sawyer, in Portsmouth, N. H., on
October 19.
’32— Malcolm J. Chase has been
commissioned a second lieutenant in
the Army Reserves and assigned to
the Coast Artillery.
(Continued on Page 4)

COHAN APPEARS FranklinTheatre
IN FIRST MOVIE Friday, November 25
To the Editor of T h e N e w H a m p 
s h ir e

:

I am sorry to take up so much of
your valuable time and space in writ
ing these letters for publication, but it
certainly is necessary for me to clear
up a few statements made in the last
issue of your paper.
Referring to “ destructive criticism,”
I should like to inform you, that my
letter was by no means written with
that intention, as any intelligent per
son could see. I never have .had, nox
shall have the intention of bringing
forth any destructive criticism against
the Outing Club, because I entirely
agree with the purpose of the organi
zation. My criticism was made with
the hope of being able to awaken
those people, who were supposed to
do some work with the intention of
strengthening the organization, and
trying to achieve the ideals set up by
the Outing Club.
As to the remark, “ the criticism
was not accurate,” I should like to
say, that I had to condense the facts a
little; otherwise I could have written
so much, that I would have had to
print a N e w H a m p s h i r e of my own.
A member of the Blue Circle called
me a “ Radical” and a “ Red,” on ac
count of my frankness; but I never
was so humiliated as in last week’s
letter, when the author of the same
called me a “ liar.” I resent that
statement! And, if necessary, I will
give any college authority the names
of people, including members of the
“ Blue Circle,” who backed my letter
in T h e N e w H a m p s h i r e on Novem
ber 10, 1932. as stating the facts.
Again I should like to assure every
one interested, that my criticism was
not intended as destructive towards
the organization; but evidently it
must have been rather embarrassing
to some individuals. My aim in join
ing any organization is, to build it up
better, bigger, and more powerful.
Until next time,
Heinz G. Brown, ’35.
(Continued on Page 4)

“THE BIG BROADCAST”

“Phantom President” Star
ring Jimmy Durante,
Miss Colbert at Frank
lin Theatre, Nov. 30

with Screen and Radio Stars

Saturday, November 26
“AMERICAN MADNESS”
Walter Huston, Constance Cummings

George M. Cohan, noted in the legi
timate stage world as a producer,
star, author, and composer for more
than a quarter of a century, is mak
ing his talking debut in “ The Phan
tom President,” with Claudette Col
bert and Jimmy Durante, playing at
the Franklin Theatre, November 39.
Seeing Hollywood, which usually
presents an awesome and unfamiliar
vista to most new-comers, held no ter
rors for George Cohan, for, in spite of
the strange surroundings, the faces he
saw were familiar in his memory;
Cohan knew practically everyone of
importance in Hollywood. During a
quarter century of writing, acting,
producing, and composing music for
the stage, Cohan has started many a
celebrity on his path. John Barry
more, Clark Gable, Joan Blondell,
William Powell, Miriam Hopkins,
George Bancroft, Genevieve Tobin,
Edward Robinson, and George Arliss
are all graduates from Cohan’s pro
ductions of the stage. Oddly enough,
however, neither {Claudette Colbert
nor Jimmy Durante, featuring with
him in “ The Phantom President,”
ever appeared with him on the stage,
although both won their early laurels
there.
In “ The Phantom President” Mr.
Cohan plays the title role, in the part
of a presidential candidate who is
well qualified for the office, but who
lacks the personality to win votes.
A dead-ringer for the candidate is
found in the person of a medicine«how barker by the candidate’s man
ager. The fake candidate tours the
country to get the votes that the
real candidate could not have so
licited.
The presence of Jimmy “ Schnozzle”
Durante gives lively humor to the pic
ture, with the well-known absurdities
and incurable puns. “ Schnozzle” is
at his height, and has his nose into
every situation which offers an oppor
tunity for so doing. Claudette Col
bert’s beauty enhances the plot with

Sunday, November 27
“ O. K. AMERICA”
Lew Ayres

Monday, November 28
“BIRD OF PARADISE”
Doloi*es Del Rio, Joel McCrea

Tuesday, November 29
“NIGHT WORLD”
Mae Clark

Wednesday, November 30
“PHANTOM PRESIDENT”
George M. Cohan
Claudette Colbert, Jimmy Durante

Thursday, December 1
“BREACH OF PROMISE’
Chester Morris, Mae Clark
the necessary feminine element.
Mr. Cohan says that the difficulties
of a Broadway-trained actor in Holly
wood are great, for Broadway and
Hollywood are as different as day and
night.
According to him, the average
Broadway theatre man comes to Hol
lywood, looks on, and wonders what
it is all about, for the fellows out
there have their own ways of doing
things. The business of play produc
ing in the theatre is m ore' or less a
one man job.
On the other hand,
there is no one mind on anything in
Hollywood. A manuscript must pass
many departments before it reaches
the stage of production. It is all
very interesting to stand by and
watch this being done, but there is
no getting away from the fact that
it seems confused to the fellow who
has been what you might call a so
loist all his life.

And one of the dads was overheard
praising the Gloucester R. O. T. C.
unit in glowing terms. Well, we’ll
have a war with them anytime that
they want, see?
Little Mary Connors had a birth
day on Tuesday. Congratulations,
Mary. And now that you are twentyone, what are you going to do with
your inheritance?
To you who have colds, here are
some practical suggestions for avoid
ing this winter misery. (Bob Dow
take notice.)
1. Sleep enough. (Bob remember
this one.)
2. Take cod-liver oil. (Also this
one.)
3. Avoid drafts and wet feet.
(Especially this one.)
Durham’s journalist of the Winchellism school, Roger Lambert, won
the peanut judging contest which the
Franklin Theatre held. His guess was
303; ours, 199. The actual number
was 317. Oh well, we didn’t want
those passes, anyway.
And then someone said, “ Life is
just a compromise.” Well, we’d com
promise with any employer fo r a sal
ary of $50,000 annually.

A t the Mil A rt Ball either tuxedos
or uniforms must be worn. We won
der how many freshmen will wear
The junior hockey team is the class their full dress “ monkey” suits?
champion fo r this season after win
ning two games and tying one. The
“ Thanksgiving Recess Starts Wed
line-up of the team follows: H. Mor
gan, capt., E. Pray, M. Osberg, G. nesday” claims T h e N e w H a m p s h i r e .
Pearson, K. Crowley, T. Libbey, E. Recess? Yes, we have just enough
Emerson, N. Carlise, L. Stocker, E. time to grab a cup of coffee.
Whipple, and E. Pike.
A game
played against the sophomores Tues
And on Saturday morning the con
day resulted in a scoreless tie. The sumption o f tomato juice and bromo
sophomore team consisted o f: L. seltzers will probably increase sev
Sterling, capt., J. Moore, R. Weston, enty-five per cent.
M. Burns, P. Caswell, R. Bresnahan,
E. Baldwin, D. Hinckley, G. Ernst, R.
Then there are those individuals
Cole, and M. Rhome.
who borrow cars fo r five minutes,
ih e results of the archery tourna show up an hour and a half later, and
ment show the juniors have the high give the excuse that they couldn’t see
est score. They heaped up 283 points. the watch in the dark. How about it,
The freshmen followed with 274, then Willie?
the sophomores with 164, and the
seniors with 141.
We understand that Registration
The best individual scores were
made by R. Witham for the sopho Day for winter term falls on January
mores with 107; H. O’ Connell for the 2nd, the day after New Year’s. What
juniors with 92; N. True for the fresh a day, what a day. Imagine us poor
men with 89; and D. Williams for the individuals who live away, way, off,
struggling back through snow drifts
seniors with 50 points.
on New Y ear’s Day after a hectic
night. And just to come back to col
To the Editor:
lege!
Men and women who give scholar
ships to the University are recognized
as great beneficiaries which is only many others who contribute a sum
right. However, there is a certain of money to the University and have
business man in Durham, who, for the scholarships named for them and
past several years, has given a form recognition given to them as esteemed
of scholarship to thirty or more stu donors ?
dents, who could not continue their
Nobody has given him credit and
education it it were not fo r this means apparently nobody will. He will con
of financial aid.
Is not this man tinue to do his share in helping young
worthy of recognition?
men through college with little or no
Each year thirty young men are attention being given to the fact. It
given an opportunity to earn their is accepted merely as something that
expenses of board, which amounts to should be. Here we have a man so
the sum of $6000 annually. This is unassuming and unpretentious that
a fine form of scholarship, because it he does not seek to be put before the
gives them training in cooperation public eye as a student beneficiary—
with one another besides training in thus we all know “POP.”
self-support.
Is he really unlike
“A Co-ed.”

"m

" N ature in the R a w ” — as por
trayed by H erbert Roese, cele
brated painter ...in sp ire d by the
b itter h a r d sh ip s e n d u r e d by
A m erica ’ s first settlers in their
conflict with raw , w ild nature
( 1 6 2 0 ). "N a tu r e in the R a w is
Seldom M ild ” -a n d raw tobaccos
have no place in cigarettes .

m

No raw tobaccos in Luckies
—that’s why they’re so mild
\ Y 7 T buy the finest, the
very finest tobaccos
in all the world— but that
does not explain why folks
everywhere regard Lucky
Strike as the mildest ciga
rette. The fact is, we never

aging and mellowing, are
then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purify
ing process, described by
the words— "I t ’s toasted”.
That’s why folks in every
city, town and hamlet say

overlook the truth that

that Luckies are such mild

"N ature in the Raw is

cigarettes.

Seldom Mild”— so these
fine tobaccos, after proper

t*

It’s toasted
That package of miid Luckies
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FROSH DEFEATED
BY SOPHOMORES
w d IN ANNUAL TILT

THETA CHI GETS
FINAL VICTORY
IN BASKETBALL

Second Year Men Triumph
Over Yearlings for First
Time in Late Years

First of Final Contests Won
by Theta Chi Over Phi
Delta Upsilon in Fast
Net Battle

by Bob Dow
The Wildcats proved conclusively
that they are capable of playing good
football on occasions. In Saturday’s
game they blocked and carried out
their assignments better than at any
other time this season.

FRESHMEN BEATEN
IN FIFTH PERIOD

“ Pop” McGowan brought a brilliant
football career to a spectacular close “Tubby” Clark Scores Two
Saturday— and what an end. He
Touchdowns—-Joslin and
personally conducted the ball seven
teen times for a net gain of 188
Toolin Star
yards, an average of eleven yards a
shot. He scored three touchdowns
In the annual Freshman-Sophomore
and one point after for a total of
football game on Memorial Field here
nineteen points.
last Tuesday afternoon, the yearlings
Captain Learmonth has played his went down to defeat at the hands of
last game of football for New Hamp “ Tubby” Clark and his more experi
shire, and his wind up, while not as enced second-yearmen 14 to 0 in a
scintillating as McGowan’s, still was hard-fought contest in bitter cold and
excellent. He blocked well, made a on a frozen gridiron.
Toolin of the freshmen opened the
bunch of tackles, and did all the kick
game by kicking off to the sopho
ing off.
mores who took the ball on their
Dunnan also played well, his block seven yard line. A fter making three
ing and tackling was o f a high order, first downs, featured by a 22 yard
and he played a swell all around game forward pass, the sophomores were
at center, blocking a punt and inter held and forced to kick from their
opponents’ 47 yard line. The bail
cepting a pass.
was downed on the 23 yard line. Fol
Another senior who stood out_ was lowing a five yard penalty on the
Vaughn, who replaced the injured ( sophomores, the frosh got a firstSweetster at right end. He played in down on their 46 yard line as the
the Connecticut backfield most of the first period ended.
afternoon, and in addition caught a
A fter gaining only a yard, the
couple of passes for substantial gains. freshmen kicked and the ball was
grounded on the 21 yard sophomore
Captain Pierce of the Nutmeggers line. This was followed by a quick
was outstanding. He played full- kick which the sophomores downed
back on the offense, did all the punt on the freshman 14 yard line. The
ing and passing, blocked^ well, and Kittens lost three yards on the first
was Connecticut’s most effective run play but advanced the ball to the 20
ning back. Pierce also played at yard line where they kicked to their
right tackle on the defense.
37 yard line. On their second down
the sophomores completed a pass to
Zavarella, Connecticut’s 133 pound the 22 yard line fo r first down. They
back, played a slick defensive game. then lost nine yards by rushing, and
He spilled Knox and McGowan a after two incomplete passes, they
kicked over the goal line, the ball
(Continued on Page 4)
being brought back to the 20 yard
line as the half ended, scoreless.
As the second half opened, the
freshmen kicked off to the sopho
mores’ 15 yard line, the ball being
run back to the 37 yard line by McKiniry. By means of a couple rushes
the ball was taken to the 42 yard line
where the freshmen intercepted a
pass on the 47 yard line. A fter los
ing a yard, a pass was completed on
the 26 yard line for first down.
Joslin then carried the pigskin to the
ten yard line. The freshmen fumbled
You will find it Cheerful,
on the 20 yard line, and after losing
a yard, got down to the 15 yard line.
Cosy, and Congenial
Following the punt, Prentiss took
the ball to the 43 yard line. There
the sophs were penalized for off-side

Captain Learmonth

ALL-OPPONENT
TEAM

ALL-NEW
ENGLAND TEAM

Robert K. Dow. and
George Abbe

Abbe and Dow

(1 )
(2 )
le, Nazro (Harvard)
Delfausse (Vermont)
It, Hardy (Harvard)
Call (Boston Univ.)
lg, Calderwood (Maine)
Esterly (Harvard)
c, Quirk (Springfield)
Branch (Dartmouth)
rg, Hoffman (Dartmouth)
Harrington (Boston Univ.)
rt, Baldwin (Dartmouth)
*Pierce (Connecticut)
re Parsons (Maine)
Bogacz (Lowell Textile)
qb, Saba (Vermont)
Wilson (Maine)
lh, Crickard (Harvard)
Grady (Harvard)
rh, Clem (Boston Univ.)
Hill (Dartmouth)
fb, Savard (Lowell Textile)
Hawkes (Springfield)
* Played in backfield on offense.

( 1)
( 2)
le, Tosi (Boston College)
Nazro (Harvard)
It, Hardy (Harvard)
Stone (Bates)
lg, Converse (Yale)
Esterly (Harvard)
c, T. Gilbane (Brown)
Quirk (Springfield)
rg, Hoffman (Dartmouth)
Calderwood (Maine)
rt, Harvey (Holy Cross)
Wilbur (Yale)
re, Meadow (Brown)
Donner (Dartmouth)
qb, Chase (Brown)
daym an (Tufts)
lh, Crickard (Harvard)
Bush (Mass. State)
rh, Lassiter (Yale)
Ravinski (Holy Cross)
fb, Chesnulevitch
(Boston College)
Crowley (Yale)

Are you
Cabin Conscious?

play, they getting the ball with 15
yards to gain; they got back to the
48 where they kicked and downed the
ball on the freshman 36 yard line.
The rest o f the period the ball re
mained near midfield.
As the fourth period opened the
sophomores kicked to the frosh fo l
lowing an incomplete pass from the
50 yard line. The ball was downed on
the five yard line as the frosh tried to
run back the punt from behind their
goal line. Failing by inches to make
a first down, the frosh kicked out to
the 41 yard line. Following another
incomplete pass, the second year men
rushed the ball to the 28 yard
line fo r first down in two plays.
Failing to get beyond the 25 yard
line in three tries, the sophomores
Fine Foods Served at All Hours
tried to score a field goal but were
unfortunate. A pass from their 20
Cigars, Tobacco, Candy, Magazines and Newspapers
yard line was completed by the frosh
48 MAIN STREET,
DURHAM, N. H. to the sophomores 45, and after gain
ing only three yards in two plays,
lost the ball through interception of
Work Satisfactory — Service Prompt a pass on the 35 yard line. The pe
COLLEGE BARBER
riod ended soon after with the ball
SHOP
C. P. WHITEHOUSE
on the 42 yard line in possession of
the freshmen.
Quality Printing
GORMAN BLOCK
B oth team s w ere dissatisfied a t a
MALCOLM BRANNEN, ’32, Prop.

N. H. Wildcats
Swamp Connecticut
(Continued from Page 2)

made a first down around left end.
A pass was grounded, and Coss made
only a yard through the line. Pierce
punted to New Hampshire’s thirty
yard line.
Knox made twenty-five
yards around left end. Graffam added
a yard, and on a reverse McGowan
swept around left end for seventeen
yards, being dumped by Zavarella on
Connecticut’s sixteen yard line. Knox
hit the line for three yards, Haphey
made four more, being injured on the
play, Jacques replacing him. Knox
hit the line for a first down on the
three yard line. Jacques went through
right guard for a touchdown. Graf
fam passed to McGowan for the extra
point. Pierce took the kickoff to his
own twenty-four yard line. Manning
broke up two line plays, and Dolloff
tackled Coss after a two yard gain.
Pierce kicked out to midfield. Mc
Gowan got ten yards on a cut back
over tackle. Jacques made five and
Moody
six yards. McGowan added
331 Central Ave.,
Dover scoreless tie, and inasm uch as the five and then Jacques was held for no
period had been cut short on account
Tel.: Office, 164-W ; House, 164-R
gain. A pass, Jacques to Foster
(Continued on Page 4)
netted a first down on Connecticut’s

GRANTS

Up one flight— We treat you right

Donald Dunnan

CAFE

SHOE REPAIRING
C LYDE L .

WEHOOSf
OPTOM ETRIST

D O V E R , N.H.

MORRILL BLOCK
HOURS

9-l<2
J)y

<1-5

Shoes Shined
Prices are Lower

GEORGE GATCHELL
DURHAM, N. H.

An unusual variety o f quality foods awaits

This store now is not only carrying
groceries, but has the following
articles in addition:
Cigarettes, Tonic (large and small),
EXETER, N. H.
Candy, Gum, Ink, Soap, Kotex, Tooth
paste, Shoe polish, Aspirin, Fruit,
Phillips-Exeter Academy’s New Dates, Figs, Nuts, Corn to pop, Fancy
Cookies, Ice Cream
Inn Just Opened to the
Any or all of these articles can be
Public
brought to your home— just phone 196
for quick, courteous, and reliable
Parties, Teas and Banquets
a Specialty
service.

®lie Expter Jnn

Moderate Rates, Excellent Cuisine

ROBERTS’
CORNER GROCERY

EVERYBODY WELCOME

E. E. Roberts, Prop.

your selection under the 21-meal or cafeteriaplan tickets.
Eat properly and sufficiently to safeguard
your health.

It can be done economically at

The University Dining Hall

DAERIS TEA ROOM
Located at the Morrill Block and American House
Drop in for lunch, tea or regular meals. The same prices, the same quality
of food and service.
DOVER,
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Strafford National Bank, Dover, N. H.
Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

EXAM BOOKS READY?

A. B. A. Travelers’ Checks for Sale

MEADER’S FLOWER SHOP
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
6 THIRD STREET

DOVER, N. H.

H A M ’S
MARKET
MEATS AND
PROVISIONS
Fruits and Vegetables in
Their Season
Telephone 57-58

Durham, N. H.

Complete House Furnishings
For Home and Fraternity House
Prompt, responsible service by the
oldest furniture house in Dover.

Be sure to get your examination books early. Avoid
the worry o f the last-minute rush for necessary sup
plies. Your mind should be free for the exams.
When you leave the campus for the Christmas
recess, be sure to have a copy of THE UNIVERSITY
SONG BOOK. The home folks will be interested in it,
and perhaps there will be occasion to use this selected
group of representative college songs and popular
chanties.
Do you need a fountain pen for exams? CHIL
TON will prove its worth in the larger amount o f ink
it carries.

Window shades made to order

E. Morrill Furniture Co.
60 Third Street,
Opposite R. R. Crossing

Tel. 70

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

NOTICE
Junior Class Smoker to be
held Thursday at the Commons
at 7.30.

RAIN HAMPERS
DAD’S PROGRAM

ELLSWORTH AND
500 Dads Enroll at the Fac
McKINNEY STAR ulty Club— Inspect New
Dorm and Hood Infirm
Theta Chi Teamwork Gives
ary—See Game
Edge Over Opponents in
Despite rainy, inclement weather
Close Game for Intra
which greatly hampered the program
mural Win
arranged for Dad's Day about 500
Theta Chi defeated Phi Delta Upsi
lon 35-22 in the first game of the in
tramural
basketball championship
finals. The game was close through
out, with Theta Chi’s superior team
work giving them an insurmountable
lead in the closing minutes. The
work of Walker and McKinney of
Theta Chi, and Ellsworth of Phi
Delta Upsilon, featured the game.
Ellsworth of Phi Delta Upsilon
scored the first basket of the game.
McKinney tied the score a couple of
minutes later. Walker put Theta
Chi in the lead as he dribbled the
length of the floor for a basket.
Theta Chi led at the end of the first
quarter 7-6.
McKinney scored the first two
points of the second period. Bowler
retaliated with a basket for Phi Delta
Upsilon. The play was close during
the rest of the half, Brown putting
Phi Delta Upsilon in the lead at the
half, 12-11.
Hodgdon opened the scoring in the
second half. Ellsworth
put Phi
Delta Upsilon in the lead again. Bow
ler scored a long shot and a foul.
Walker made a long shot, and Wheeler
scored for Phi Delta Upsilon. Then
the Theta Chi’s broke loose, Hannah,
McKinney, and Hodgdon again scored
in rapid succession.
Ellsworth made a nice shot from
the side of the court at the start of
the fourth quarter. McKinney scored
again; Ellsworth got a foul and from
then until the end, it was all Theta
Chi, Walker making three baskets,
and Hodgdon and Hannah one each,
game, Theta Chi 35, and Phi Delta
Upsilon 22.
T H E T A CHI
E. Hannah, rf.
Hodgdon, If.
McKinney, c.
Dawson, lg.
Walker, rg.

G.
3
3
5
0
6

•T.
7

___

F.
1
0
0
0
0

—

—

17

1

35

P H I D E L T A U P S IL O N
Bowler, rf.
Wheeler, If.
Ellsworth, c.
Brown, rg.
Pox, lg.
Mott, lg.

G.
2
2
3
1
2
0

F.
1
0
1
0
0
0

10

2

6

10
0
12

loyal fathers of New Hampshire sons
and daughters witnessed the scheduled
events Saturday.
Tours of the college and an inform
al reception by the faculty including
an address o f welcome by President
Edward Lewis started the day’s pro
gram. A regimental parade of the
xi. O. T. C. unit on Memorial Field
oefore members of student body, fa c
ulty, and the Dads, concluded the
morning’s program.
An informal dance sponsored by the
Juting Club was held in the evening
at the college gymnasium. Carl Purington and his Intercollegiate Aces
o-'urnished music fo r the final event
of the day. The fraternities and so
rorities held open house for the Dads
over the week-end.

CHRISTIAN WORK PLAN CHRISTMAS
Contributions Accepted by
Y. W. C. A. for Children
of Concord Prisoners—
Toys, Clothing
Needed
Children of the inmates of the New
Hampshire State Prison at Concord,
will again be cheered and enjoy a
happy Christmas this year through
the contributions of candy, toys, and
clothing donated by the students of
the
University,
and distributed
through the efforts of the University
Young Women’s Christian Associ
ation.
Last year, under the supervision of
Miss Lura E. Aspinwall, the Y. W. C.
A. secretary, over one hundred chil
dren of the prisoners received Christ
mas gifts. In appreciation of the
thoughtfulness shown by the students,
letters were received from both Chap
lain Whitman S. Bassett of the State
Prison and several hundred prisoners.
The campaign for toys, clothing,
and funds has already started and
will continue until December tenth.
Dormitories and sorority houses will
be solicited within the week.
Miss Aspinwall expressed the hope
that all students would respond as
generously as their means would
allow, emphasizing that it is not
necessary to contribute new articles
but that toys and clothing, in a good
second hand condition would be ac
ceptable, for children two to eighteen
years of age.
Articles may be left at any time
in the organization room.

UNIVERSITY WOMEN
HONOR PRESIDENT
Great Bay Branch of the A. A. U.
W. met Thursday evening at Com
mons, honoring their national presi
dent, Mary E. Woolley. A delightful
program, arranged by Mrs. M. M.
Smith, program chairman, followed
the business meeting. A letter of
greeting from Miss Woolley was read,
and papers were given portraying
Miss W oolley’s childhood and college
life, her years as a teacher at Well
esley, and her presidency at Mt. Hol
yoke. Her outstanding work at the
Conference at Geneva, where she was
sent as the only woman delegate from
the United States, was reviewed. Two
graduates of Mt. Holyoke, Mrs. Max
Abell of Durham, and Dr. Marion
Caldwell of Dover, were guests of
honor, and added a personal touch to
the meeting with their reminiscences
of college life under Miss Woolley. In
strumental music by a trio of girls
was enjoyed.

John F. Griffin, Commissioner of
Motor Vehicles, will speak before the
T. Citizenship Class on Friday, Novem
5
4 ber 25, in Murkland.

The Trumpeter
of
Hart, Schaffner & Marx
Is Your Assurance of Qual
ity, Workmanship and
Price Satisfaction
SMARTLY CUT MODELS
for
COLLEGE MEN

The Hasco Shop
Durham, New Hampshire
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0
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Referee: Percy Rogers, Exeter.

ten yard line. Connecticut took the
ball on downs on their own four yaid
line. Pinsky downed Pierce.’s kick on
the thirty-three yard line. McGowan
broke loose for eight yards around
left end as the third quarter ended.
Wilson made three yards on the
first play of the final period. Foster’s
pass was grounded. Cronin inter
cepted Jacques’ pass on his own thir
teen yard line. Two line plays failed
to gain, and a pass was incomplete.
Pierce got off a forty-five yard punt
that Foster returned ten yards.
Foster made three yards, but on the
next play Stevens broke through to
smear Moody for a ten yard loss.
Jacques gained a yard, and then
punted offside on Connecticut’s thirty
yard line. Two incompleted passes
gave Connecticut a five yard penalty.
Pierce made three yards at left
end, being stopped by Manning. Con
necticut penalized fifteen yards for
illegal use of hands. Pierce got off a
nice boot which Foster returned
twelve yards. Connecticut was pen
alized fifteen yards for unnecessary
roughness. Jacques made seven yards
through the center of the line, Pierce
making the tackle. Jacques added ten
more at left tackle. Moody got a
first down through the line. Foster
on an attempted spinner was thrown
for a four yard loss. Jacques gained
two yards, and Moody raced around
right end for a touchdown. A short
kick off carried only to Connecticut’s
thirty-five yard line.
Cronin got
three yards through the line, Warren
made ten yards around right end, be
ing injured on the play. The play
was called back and the Nutmeggers
penalized five yards. An attempted
pass was batted down by McKmiry,
and Pierce was stopped by White a f
ter a short gain, New Hampshire tak
ing the ball on downs. White gained
four yards. McGowan netted a first
down. McGowan added four yards,
Clark lost four, and then McGowan
raced around left end for his third
touchdown of the afternoon. Learmonth’s try for the extra point failed.
The game ended after the next kick
off.
Line up:

tyA stfrtoM ~fi;

A b o u t 1864,
farmers began to growWhite
Burley Tobacco. A few casks
were taken to the St. Louis
Fair in 1 8 6 7 and sold for
58 c a pound.
White Burley Tobacco is
used to make Granger. It
is the best pipe tobacco that
grows.
You will notice the dif
ference as soon as you light
up your pipe of Granger. It
burns slower, smokes cooler
and never gums a pipe.
't tc c o

N. H.
CONN.
Andrews, 1. e.
1. e., Merrill
(Welch)
(Gold, Pinsky)
Learmonth, C., 1. t.
1. t., Levitow
(Klister)
(Richetson)
Corti, 1. g.
1. g., Ailard
(Moren, Mouning)
(Ham)
Dunnan, c,
c., Wilkinson
(Dolloff, McKiniry)
(McCann)
Haynes, r. g.
r. g., Wandy
(Murray, Lewis)
„
,
(Yesukiewicz, Patterton)
Batcheller, r. t.
r. t., DuBeau
(Moriarity, McDennalt)
(Pierce)
Vaughn, r. e.
r. e., Stevens
(Angwin, Levensaler)
(Coe)
Graffam, q. b.
q. b„ Warren
(Clark, Poster, Martineau)
(Alterman)
ncGowan, 1. h.
l. h„ Alterman
(Wilson, Cunningham, W hite)
(Lavaiellie)
Knox, r. h.
r. h„ Kelly
(Moody)
(Carr)
Haphey, f. b.
f. b., Pierce, C.
(Jacques)
(Cranen)
Touchdown: McGowan (3), Haphey (2),
Jacques, Moody. Points after touchdown:
McGowan (pass from Graffam).
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Theta Upsilon
Frances Noyes and Laurette Rahn
of Alpha Chi Omega were dinner
guests on Tuesday, November 15.
Dr. and Mrs. Slanetz were dinner
guests Thursday evening, November
17.
Guests at the chapter house for
Dads’ Day included Mr. and Mrs.
Wright, Mr. Prohaska, Bradley Prohaska, Mr. Bowen, Mr. Ekdahl and
Mr. Mecklam.

CLEANING
PRESSING
REPAIRING

I»

5?

Have Your Suit
Made Ready for the
Party Season

*

BRAD

M c lN T IR E

by Nancy Carlisle
A. W. S.
A meeting under the direction of
the Vocational Guidance Committee
will be held in Murkland, room 14,
on Wednesday, November 30, from
3.45 to 5.00 P. M. Miss H. Adele Howe,
Supervisor of Employment and Train
ing at R. H. White Company in Bos
ton, will address the girls on “ De
partment Store Work and Interior
Decorating.” All those interested are
invited to attend and meet Miss
Howe.
French Club
A meeting of Le Cercle Francais
was held at the Chi Omega house,
Monday evening, November 21, at
seven-thirty.
Plans were discussed
for a French movie “ Le Million” to
be given at the Men’s gymnasium
during the winter term.
The cast
for the play has not yet been chosen
but will be announced soon.
A fter the business meeting, French
songs were sung by the. group and
bridge was enjoyed. The’ next meet
ing is to be held early in December.
Book and Scroll
Book and Scroll held a meeting on
November 17 at the Chi Omega house.
Dr. and Mrs. Claude T. Lloyd were
their guests. Dr. Lloyd spoke on the
structure of any high literary crea
tion, stressing the points of having
in the beginning, middle and end, well
selected analogy and imagery. He
used Keat’s “ Ode on Autumn” as an
illustration, carefully going through
it and expanding his arguments as
well as confirming his points. He
spoke of the necessity of imagery at
the beginning and end, and some sort
of personification in the middle as in
the “ Ode on Autumn.”
Book and Scroll made a resolution
to give all available assistance to
the sales and publication of this
year’s “ Student W riter” and also de
cided to make this backing of the
publication a future policy and rule
Women’s Club
The Department of Current Events
and International Relations met with
Mrs. Tewksbury at the Phi Mu house
on Wednesday, November 16. A fter
the business meeting Mr. Thomas
McGrail spoke on “ Literary London,
illustrating with slides. Tea was
served, Mrs. Gribbons pouring.
Alpha Chi Omega
On Tuesday evening Izola Prohas
ka and Grace Hilliard, Theta Upsilon,
were dinner guests at the chapter
house.
Sarah Morton, Pauline Nerbonne,
Helen Daggett, and Pauline Winer
were week-end guests.
Alpha Xi Delta
Eleanor Thompson and Lucille
Sterling were dinner guests at the
Alpha Xi Delta house last Tuesday
evening.
Lunch was served for the “ Dads”
at the chapter house directly after
the game Saturday.
Chi Omega
Mildred Doyle and Marion Phillips,
Kappa Delta, were dinner guests
Tuesday evening, November 15.
Dean and Mrs. French were din
ner guests Thursday evening, No
vember 17.
The pledges of Chi Omega gave a
benefit bridge Friday afternoon, No
vember 18, at the chapter house.
A tea for the “ Dads” was held
after the game on Saturday at the
chapter house.
Cecilia Downing, Patricia Thayer,
Rachel Bean and Jessie Atwood were
guests over the week-end.
Kappa Delta
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Tobey, Mr.
James Doyle, Mr. Emery Martin, Mr.
Harry Holt, Mr. Charles W. Phillips
and Mr. Frank J. Kelly were dinner
guests on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Funkhouser
were dinner guests on Thursday.
On Saturday evening ten members
of the local chapter enjoyed a trip
to Manchester where a Kappa Delta
banquet was held fo r alumni, patron
esses, and members.
Phi Mu
Frances Langlois and Elizabeth
Thompson, Pi Lambda Sigma, were
dinner guests on Tuesday, November
15.
Dinner was served to the visiting
“ Dads” on Saturday at the chapter
house. The guests were Mr. Graham,
Mr. Young, Mr. Carlisle, Mr. Mclnnis, Mr. Fall, Mr. Bartlett, Mr.
Burns, and Mr. Moore.
Miss Juliette Bucknam of Berlin
was a week-end guest.

WOOD TO ATTEND
FRAT CONCLAVE
Delegates from Colleges and
Universities to Meet in
Conference at New
York

Alpha Kappa Pi
Alpha Kappa Pi held a victrola
Kenneth Wood, ’33, president of
party Saturday evening. Mr. and Kappa Sigma fraternity, and Casque
Mrs. Harry Smith and Mr. and Mrs. and Casket, the interfraternity gov
John Hauslein were chaperones.
erning body, will attend the 24th an
nual session of the National Inter
Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity Conference, to be held at
William
Sterling,
’30, Mathew the Hotel Pennsylvania in New York
“ Monty” Theodos, ’30, and Joseph City, November 25 and 26. The pro
Fleming, ’29, were all week-end visi gram arranged consists of a formal
tors at the Alpha Tau Omega house. discussion of fraternity problems deal
A radio party was held Friday ing with such subjects as deferred
evening. Mr. and Mrs. George R. rushing, scholarship, tutorial system,
Thomas and Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Stol- and chapter house management.
worthy were the chaperones.
Prominent speakers, leaders in their
respective fields, have been engaged
Kappa Sigma
to address the gathering o f national
Beta Kappa chapter of Kappa Sig fraternity member delegates of all
ma fraternity announces the pledg the colleges and universities in the
ing of Henry Trow, ’35, of Sunapee, nation. Floyd L. Carlisle, capitalist,
New Hampshire.
will deliver an address on “ The Fra
ternity, a School for World Leader
Lambda Chi Alpha
ship.” A discussion entitled “ What
The fraternity room at the Lambda the Fraternity is Doing for the Un
Chi Alpha house has been entirely dergraduate and What it Should Do,”
redecorated in readiness for the fall will be led by Dean H. E. Lobdell of
house
dance
Saturday
evening. M. I. T., from the standpoint o f the
“ Norm” Hill’s orchestra of Boston college administrator.
will play.
Norman Hackett, graduate secre
Keith, ’31, and Brad Boothby, ’31, tary of Theta Delta Chi, will also lead
were visitors at the house over the
the discussion from the standpoint of
week-end.
the fraternity officer. A speaker, rep
Phil Wageman, ’32, prominent New
resentative of the standpoint of the
Hampshire professional boxer, also undergraduate, will be selected at the
paid a visit at the house.
conference.
Routine matters, election of officers,
Phi Delta Upsilon
and unfinished business will close the
A victrola party was held Friday conference Saturday evening.
night. Chaperones were Professor
and Mrs. Skelton.
Herb Wenzel and his orchestra of
Frosh Defeated by
Manchester has been engaged for the
fall house dance Saturday.
Sophs in Annual Tilt
Dean Williamson, ’32, and Russell
(Continued from Page 3)
Ellsworth, ’32, were week-end visi
tors.
of the extreme cold, it was decided
that another period be played.
Pi Kappa Alpha
As the fifth “ quarter” opened, the
Donald Perettie, ’34, has recently
freshmen threw a pass which was
been bid by Scabbard and Blade.
George Grinnell, ’33, was recently promptly intercepted. Pederzani of
elected vice-president of the Inter the yearlings, was hurt on the play
and removed from the contest. Cap
national Relations Club.
Harold Currier, ’35, was recently tain Johnson came out of the line and
took Pederzani’s place while Colby
elected to Blue Circle.
went in to take Johnson’s position.
The sophomores rushed the ball to
Phi Mu Delta
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph G. Ekdahl the 22 yard line for first down and
and daughter, Naomi, were dinner made another on the three yard line
guests at the chapter house on Mon two plays later. On the next play,
“ Tubby” Clark, sophomore quarter
day evening.
back, scored and DeMers placekicked the extra point. Soon after
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
the kick-off, Prentiss intercepted a
Mrs. Gribbon, house-mother of freshman pass. A few plays later,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, gave an in Clark scored again and DeMers
formal tea for the matrons and kicked the point after. The game
house-mothers Tuesday afternoon.
ended soon after with the sophomores
Phil Wageman, ’32, stopped over the victors, 14-0.
Sunday and Monday on the way to
his bout at Kittery, Mondav evening
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FOOTBALL NEWS

NOTICE!
THE BIG JAM
Masquerade
Heigho! All girls short or tall
For you this sign is made
To bid you come to the Ladies’
Ball
To the gala masquerade.
Prizes
Stunts
Dancing
The Big Gym
Tuesday, November 29, 1932
Tickets 25c
7.30 P. M.
Sponsored by A. W. S. and
Cap and Gown

Latest Dope from the Pig
skin Heroes of “Dear
Old Jail”

i

Lyceum to Give
Travel Picture
(Continued from Page 1)
James L. Clark takes the onlooker
on an amazing jaunt among the big
game creatures of Africa.
Then, lastly but not least, with that
intrepid explorer, Harold Noice, who
incidentally, compiled the entire pro
duction, one journeys up rivers seldom
visited by white men, into the primi
tive Brazilian jungles where, under
Mr. Noice’s personal guidance we be
come intimately acquainted with the
barbaric Tariano Indians, their^ very
unusual cooperative jungle apartment
houses, and many of the grotesque
animals which have made the head
waters of the Amazon such a fascin
ating place for venturesome explorers.

Alumni Notes

The Bidemore Penitentiary football
team will be seen in action here in
“ Hold ’Em Jail,” the RKO-Radio com
edy with Bert Wheeler and Robert
Woolsey, which comes to the Strand
Theatre, Dover, Tuesday and Wed
nesday.
Here are some of the latest flashes
from the athletic association’s press
department at Bidemore:
“ Dynamite Danny” McGurk may
not be able to play in the big game
with Lynwood after all. “ Dynamite
Danny” broke an arm slugging the
warden. Hard luck, Danny.
Protests against two backfield men
whom Lynwood penitentiary intended
to place in the big game have been
withdrawn. Bidemore charged that
these men were professionals at Sing
Sing before coming to Lynwood. “ We
never were professionals at Sing
Sing,” the men said. “ It was at Walla
Wall and San Quentin.” Of course,
that made it all right.
“ Six Gun” Koblitzki will not be used
as a ball carrier in the big game be
cause of his poor showing last week.
Koblitzki had a clear field and was
away for a touchdown when a tire ex
ploded outside the walls. He dropped
the ball and threw up his hands.

(Continued from Page 2)

The faculty officials are still inves
tigating the disappearance of the
’32— George Pridham was married time-keeper’s watch in the last contest
to Miss Ellen Crockett of Portsmouth, just after the official exhibited it.
N. H., on November 1. Miss Crockett Three linesmen are under suspicion.
was a graduate of Keene Normal
School.
“ Spike” O’Toole, one of the institu
’32— Stewart Stokes is selling life tion’s best guards, has been taken
insurance for the New York Life In from the squad. It is just as well, as
surance company and is employed in he disappeared from the prison shoe
the company’s office at 89 Broad factory in a wire strapped packing
street, Boston, Mass.
case marked “ Sydney, Australia.”
CHESTER E. MOONEY
Chester E. Mooney, a graduate of
the Liberal Arts college with the
class of 1927, died at his home in
West Canaan, N. H., on November 15.
He was twenty-five years of age.
Mr. Mooney prepared for college at
Enfield high school and entered the
University in the fall of 1923. He
was a brilliant student, getting his
degree when he was twenty years old.
While in college he was active on the
rifle club. He was a member o f the
Theta Upsilon Omega fraternity.
A fter graduation, he was employed
by the Davy Tree Expert Co., in
Kent, Ohio. A short time ago, he
joined the ranks of the unemployed
and returned to his home in West
Canaan, where he died.
He is survived by his father, four
sisters and three brothers.

The Editor’s Mail
(Continued from Page 2)

To the E ditor:
Not having intruded upon the space
of your paper for a decade may I o f
fer a few comments upon one aspect
of New Hampshire’s football record
which has not been reflected in the
comments of those who have used
your columns. A t this distance from
my undergraduate days the loss of a
game or a losing season is less of a
personal disaster than may have been
the case a dozen years ago, and the
whole tenure of Coach Cowell appears
in perspective. Thus I sat in the
New Hampshire stands at Hanover
the other day and was greatly pleased
at the fight that my college team put
up against a team admittedly out of
its class, whereas eleven years ago I
heard the news that of that other de
feat by Dartmouth with gloomy dis
appointment which was not dispelled
until the team whipped another big
college several weeks later.
The remarks of our columnist in
last week’s issue, concerning Cowell
and the losing season, had something
of a familiar ring. For we, too, used
to pan him among ourselves when the
team disappointed us. Of course,
Coach Cowell needs no defense; the
record over a dozen years takes care
of that. But this fact impresses me
so strongly as to appear worthy of
calling to the attention of the critics
of 1932. Have these critics ever
thought of the fact that, baring the
32-0 defeat by an exceptional Ver
mont team in 1922, Cowell has always
been able to keep the score close in
years when New Hampshire has had
a poorer team and opponents in our
class have had their good teams?
Maine with its star, Henry Small,
could win from a weaker New Hamp
shire team by only a touchdown
margin, and you will find that the
best teams of our other rivals have
always had a fight on their hands
when meeting Cowell’s teams. But
what, on the other hand, has New
Hampshire done to its rivals when it
had stars and Cowell could build an
offense around them? Saturday is
fresh in your memory and down

through the years New Hampshire
teams have been running up similar
or larger scores against her natural
rivals when Cowell had the material
to work with. I recall a day when
M. A. C. brought a team with a star
full-back to Durham, along with all
the money in Amherst, only to be
crushed 56-7. About that time Maine
was whipped (did I ever hear Cowell
use that word in a rally?) by a simi
lar score. A couple of years later I
saw “ Cy” Wentworth’s team again
walk over Maine in Durham. But
the present columnist can look up the
records and check off these big wins
for himself. I repeat the point; in
his good years Cowell whips his rivals
thoroughly, but when their good years
come, even though they coincide with
his poor ones, he sees to it that the
defeats are not routs. I think most
of us, who have been out of college
long enough to take the long view,
recognize the great debt which New
Hampshire athletics owe to Cowell.
Sincerely,
Perley C. Perkins, ’22.

Tel. 420
WEEK OF NOV. 27

Sunday-Monday
GEORGE ARLISS
in

SUCCESSFUL
CALAM ITY”
Tuesday-Wednesday
WHEELER and WOOLSEY
in

“ HOLD ’EM JAIL”
Thursday-Friday
LEE TRACY

Durham’s New Community Theatre

in

Presents

“ BLESSED EVENT”

Ross and His Gang'

Saturday

— for •
—

ZANE GREY’ S

DANCING

“ WILD HORSE MESA”

Next Dance Thursday, December 1

Bargain Matinee Every
Wednesday

Dancing starts at 7 :30

All Seats 15c

Admission

2 5 cents

Durham Bull
Theta Chi
(Continued from Page 3)
Theta, Chi will hold its annual fall
house dance Saturday evening. Frank
Bush and his Yacht Club of Lake couple of times and they stayed
spilled, too. Just another case of a
Sunapee will furnish the music.
good little man.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Coach Lundholm’s phys. ed. basket
Harold P. Flint, universally known
as “ Tex,” grand secretarv of Tau ball champions won the champion
Kappa Epsilon, visited the local chap ship of the department last Tuesday
by defeating Coach Swazey’s valiants
ter house on a tour of inspection.
Last Wednesday evening, Novem 17 to 12.
ber 16, Professor Philip G. Neserius
The best of ye editor’s knowledge,
was a dinner guest at the chapter
house. Following dinner, he spoke the freshman-sophomore contest is the
first five period football game ever to
informally on “ Citizenship.”
Preston E. Rolfe, ’32, was a visi be played on an American gridiron
Attention, Mr. Ripley!
tor at the house Tuesday November
15.
DURHAM BULL
as viewed by
Theta Upsilon Omega
The chapter held a victrola party Leprous Lehman and Wackie Whyte
last Friday evening. Captain and
Editor’s Note: We hereby inform
Mrs. Norman P. Williams were the our faithful readers that we assume
chaperones.
no responsibility fo r the following
items.
We wish to thank the editor of this
Administration Considers
column, Robert K. Dow o f Claremont
and Kay Gibbs, for this opportunity
New One Year Plan to
break into print.
(Continued from Page 1)
to be cleared up in a term’s time and
extension of study would be imprac
ticable, but it is hoped that each col
lege and each department of a college
can arrange all courses possible
according to the year plan and cut
short such courses as demand it. All
three Deans are in favor of adopting
some reorganization and readjust
ments, and minor difficulties can be
overcome.
Dean Case, in explaining the posi
tion of the College o f Technology upon
the proposed plan, said in part:
“ The work in the College o f Tech
nology is definitely laid out with spe
cific. professions in mind. The sub
jects are prescribed and all necessary
to the curricula is provided. The
work of the four years is gradually
built up from beginning to end. The
completion of the first term’s work is
indispensable to the work of the sec
ond term. Thus, if a student shows
inability to meet the primary require
ments of his course, he cannot be
allowed to keep on with the advanced
work. Finally I don’t see how the
Colleges of Liberal Arts and Tech
nology should be expected to operate
under the same regulations when their
organization and approach to subject
matter is so different.”
Registrar Henderson, in favoring
the plan, says that minor details will
be straightened out, persons leaving
school at the end of the fall terms
may take exams and get grades at the
end of the term and then continue an
other year where they left off, and
that the idea, not difficult to effect, is
sound.
The one year plan, used extensively
by American colleges, has won wide
approval, and the semester plan,
which it is impossible at present for
the University to adopt, is recognized
and effected everywhere; but the three
term system we use now is practically
extinct. It is Dean Jackson’s belief
that before long the semester plan will
be adopted here. At any rate it is
universally felt that the time has come
for some readjustments.

Note: The above reference to Kay
Gibbs may not be authentic having
come from indirect sources. It may,
however, explain that trip to Boston.
(Ed. note. The trip to Boston was
not made because of a conflict in bus
iness engagements.)
For the information of the curious,
we desire to state that we attribute
our success in gaining this peak of
distinction to a rare collection of
German exams — an accumulation
begun in ’08, the last issue of which
we are proud to say reached a new
high with a mark of 61.
Apropos of the criticism of the Out
ing Club published in a recent issue
of this paper, we pause a moment to
reflect on the irony of the fate which
seems to visit all organizations on
this campus that, when attempting to
establish themselves, are only greeted
by sneers about the failings of their
predecessors.
Apropos of nothing, have you heard
that A1 (Bing Gable) Meersman is
training under his new management
to the tune o f Moonlight Madness?
We understand that T. Penn
(Debutante’s Delight) French and
Joseph (Forgotten Man) Toolin cele
brated a birthday recently. Con
gratulations.

As smokers become more experienced, they demand
milder cigarettes.
Their mild
ness is just as much a feature as the beauty of their

Chesterfields are milder.

Stand back, girls. The apparition
you saw is just the same old MacSwiney with high blonde pressure and
a shave.

package.
The tobaccos are mild to begin with. Patient ageing
and curing make them milder still. And Chesterfields
contain just the right amount of Turkish — not too
nmch— carefully blended and
with ripe,

May we proffer a humble suggestion
to those Freshmen— and, alas, upper
classmen— who cherish the Joe Col
lege ideals of our noble language that
allow the use of such adolescentisms
as “ fra t,” “ frosh,” “ Murk” Hall,
“ Eng Lit,” and so on ad infinutum
and ad nauseum. We submit fo r your
abhorence “ Co” Hall, “ Am Lit,” “ Lib
Ref Rm,” “ Geo Lab,” Y rs of 1st ins’t
rec’d, Is you did your Greek yet?

cross-blended

sweet Domestic tobaccos.
Chesterfields are milder. They taste better. That’s
why "They Satisfy.”
©
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